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Cross-Border Payment 
Approaches for Global 
Corporates 
Globalisation is accelerating the flow of people, goods and 
services, capital, energy and information across country 
borders. With the far-reach of businesses today, corporates are 
looking to new ways of processing payments more efficiently 
and at a lower cost. This article discusses the business issues 
corporates are facing as a result of globalisation and the 
steps that corporates can take, such as the creation of shared 
services centres, in house banks and other options.

There are many reasons why is it necessary to make changes to global 

corporate payments:

 Corporates are now trending towards the purchases of services 

rather than goods. As for goods, these are also increasingly skewed 

towards the purchases of complex fabricated parts rather than 

simple raw materials. 

 Corporates are expanding their supplier base from regional suppliers 

to include more countries beyond their traditional geographic 

regions of operation.

 Acceleration of outsourcing is giving rise to new in-country and new 

cross-border intracompany transactions. 

 Greater level of participation in complex and automated supply 

chains among enterprises, are also driving automatic ordering and 

fulfilment. 

 Growth of online purchasing is now driven by large enterprises 

using automated procurement systems and by smaller enterprises 

purchasing directly. 

 Use of cross-border labour is growing rapidly
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Treasurers typically consider cross-border 

payments as a challenging but necessary 

condition for doing business. As payment 

messages are transferred between banks 

and across borders, information held on the 

payment may be truncated, making payments 

and collections more difficult to reconcile. With 

companies working with a growing number of 

suppliers worldwide, the number of accounts 

that the company has to open and maintain 

frequently proliferates, resulting in growing 

administration and control issues.

The biggest cross-border payment challenges are:

 Time delay in the clearing of funds 

 Difficulty tracking payment progress

 In-payment reconciliation

 Lack of transparency in foreign exchange 

charges

Aside from vendor payment, payroll and 

benefits payments to employees living globally 

is an important aspect of corporate payments. 

Furthermore, with an increasing use of overseas 

contract labour as well as a growing and 

expanding need to leverage on global online 

media networks, affiliate and royalty payments 

are now fast becoming another important part of 

payments borne by the corporate enterprises.

A recent survey and interview with corporate 

payments practitioners, conducted by Glenbrook 

Partners, confirmed that changes in cross-border 

payments could deliver three main benefits: 

reducing costs, improving payment quality and 

improving relationships with suppliers.  

Although corporate payment professionals are 

attempting to leverage the best cross-border 

payment alternatives available to them, they are 

often battling the complex interdependencies 

between ERP and accounting software, treasury 

and procurement processes and technologies 

as well as the payment authorisation workflow 

embedded within each organisation.

Traditional cross-border electronic payment 

offerings are not only costly but may not fit the 

purpose of such transactions. Foreign exchange 

fees, cross-border lifting and central bank 

reporting fees led to the high cost of cross-

border electronic payments.

One alternative global corporates are considering 

is to maintain multiple domestic bank accounts 

in countries where they have a presence in and 

disburse funds through domestic automated 

clearing house (ACH) payments. The advantage 

of this solution is that it avoids the bulk of the 

fees related to cross-border payments, such as 

foreign exchange and wire charges. However, 

this solution has its own set of challenges for the 

corporates: by opening multiple accounts with 

multiple banks, it can lead to complicated and 

cumbersome payment reconciliations (especially 

because a single global bank is unable to cater 

to all payment needs). Different fund clearing 

timelines and a lack of transparency in the entire 

payment flow adds to the complexity and makes 

such an approach difficult to sustain.

Over the past 10 years, 

many global enterprises 

have started exploring the use 

of shared service centres, or 

payment factories, in order to 

capitalise on the efficiencies in 

cross-border payment operations. 
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Over the past 10 years, many global enterprises 

have started exploring the use of shared 

service centres, or payment factories, in order 

to capitalise on the efficiencies in cross-border 

payment operations. Having a global approach 

to shared service centres offer substantial 

opportunities for corporates to save costs 

and improve service. Significant cost savings 

is generally derived from the reduction of 

unnecessary overhead and infrastructure. 

Observations conducted by several leading 

European banks have demonstrated that 

more and more global corporates are now 

leveraging their banks as payment factories. 

By doing so, these corporates are now able 

to initiate all payments in lots from a single 

account. It is the banks, then, that take on the 

responsibility for segmenting these payments 

into different payment methods and taking 

control of processing and reconciliation. These 

payments could be executed as local payments 

or payments through correspondent networks 

based on each of their corporate requirements 

Leveraging a shared service centre for accounts 

payable centralisation offers corporates the 

opportunities to substantially improve on back 

office operational efficiencies. Productivity gains 

can be obtained by adopting best practices on a 

regional level and reducing country-level staffing. 

Additional savings can be derived from the 

relocation of accounts payable functions to either 

outsourced or captive shared service centres in 

lower cost geographic regions.

Aside from the establishment of shared service 

centres for accounts payable, corporates are re-

examining their corporate treasury organisational 

structure. There is an increasing trend for multi-

national corporates to establish regional and 

global treasury centres in strategic locations. 

Contrary to the traditional approach of allowing 

each country to manage their cash domestically, 

these corporates realise that in order to have 

a consolidated view of their corporate liquidity 

on a global level, they need access to real-time 

information on account balances, investment 

holdings and securities prices from their 

respective financial institutions. 
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In support of the requirements of accounts 

payable shared services centres and the need 

for an aggregate view of the regional and global 

corporate treasury centres, the “banks as a 

payment factory” offers a number of advantages 

for the corporates :

 Cost Optimisation: Partner banks could 

leverage domestic ACH/wire payments for 

local payments, allowing them to reduce 

transaction fees. 

 Simplified account maintenance and 
reconciliation: Maintaining fewer bank 

accounts simplifies the accounting structure 

and eases reconciliation of payment 

information. 

 Centralisation of processing, reporting 
and billing: By aggregating all payments 

through the payment factory, payment 

processing, management reporting and 

billing processes become more transparent 

and simplified. 

 Payment centralisation: Corporates are 

able to gain immediate insight into their 

cash positions and global liquidity with 

greater efficiencies in cash forecasting, 

foreign exchange and cross-border 

payments. 

In order for corporates to successfully capitalise 

on the benefits of accounts payable shared 

services centres and regional treasury centres, 

corporates need to have a  standardised and 

validated repository of bank master bank data. 

Aside from careful selection of strategic 

technological partners, it is also critical for 

multinational corporates to engage with strategic 

vendors who can assist them to ensure the 

highest level of quality payment and routing data, 

ensuring the lowest cost of bank master data 

ownership and maintenance1. For a successful 

deployment and operation of a payment factory, 

it is important to obtain a comprehensive 

database of bank details including SWIFT/BICs 

and national clearing codes for all bank branches 

globally. This core payment data is crucial for 

reducing master data management costs and 

increasing payment efficiency. This information 

can be used for ensuring seamless cross-border 

payment processing and can also be used for 

local payment clearing, driving additional savings 

from reduced transaction fees.
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1 “Cross-Border Payments Perspectives September 2011,” Glenbrook Partners, September 2011.


